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survey research is the approach best suited for gathering descriptive information. The growth of internet had has a
dramatic impact on market.

People like to purchase and carry its brand. Opportunities: The main opportunities of Samsung are the entry in
the other markets and countries in the region of Asia, Africa and America. The company is dedicated to
offering new values and standards in the industry and people as well as fulfil the values of its employees,
partners and clients. It has to be noted that legal review as an important element of marketing communication
process is present in both steps â€” production and execution. Today mass markets are fragmenting into
micromarkets, so brands builders are using every savvy to catch pulses of consumers but todays customer is
discerning and exhibit varying and diverse requirements. In this study we are going to consider filled
questionnaire of only Samsung smart phone users. Today customers face a platitude of product in every
category. That is the reason that users of Samsung Smart phones have become the loyal customer of Samsung.
Samsung marketing strategy integrates various forms of advertising, events and experiences, public relations,
direct marketing and personal selling as discussed further below in more details. In the vast choice customer
gravitated offering that best meet their individuals expectation. It is the only brand which is offering cheapest
Android handsets. The commercial is absolutely stunning and compelling. In this way it is targeting all income
classes and consumer of all age groups. Retailers who present the technology chain are bound to include
Samsung in their list, because of the firm being a world-famous brand and Samsung can also serve as an
alternative for the consumers. Goal: Samsung has decided its quantitative and qualitative goals for futures.
Unlike cellular phone, smart phone by Samsung enables its user to not only remain in contact with whole
word but it also offers many other features like large display, Android OS, long battery time, display protected
by Gorilla glass 3, high pixel density etc. Hence, the Samsung marketing strategy simultaneously helps the
organization progress in different aspects. Its innovative, high quality and world class products help us to
become a leader in these segments and make position in the global market. Also, Samsung never is a late
comer in production and non-innovative, but they are mostly the first ones to introduce a change. Comments
are closed. Moreover, the report contains analyses of Samsung leadership, organizational structure and
organizational culture. Success of a brand depends upon the satisfaction level that a consumer drives by using
it. Nokia, Apple, Sony Ericsson and BlackBerry are the main competitors of the company in the Smartphone
and tablet segments. References Brown, K. Yes No Do you prefer quality over price? Results of research show
that all of the respondents are satisfied with the features of Samsung smart phone. Moreover, the Samsung
objective of is to achieve annual sales of USD billion and develop brand value of Samsung Electronics among
the top five in the world. Concentrating on making world class products, providing total customer satisfaction,
and being a good corporate citizen made the New management program a remarkable corporate innovation.
The integration of overlapping projects reduces costs and efficiently utilized capital as well as labor force.
Promotion in the 4Ps of Samsung â€” Samsung marketing strategy uses diverse forms of promotion. For the
sake of data collection questionnaire were e-mailed to e-mail addresses of participants.


